
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

R U A HOWITZER 
 

You know that a ‘Military Howitzer’ is a wheel or track carrier mounted gun or cannon. It has a 

turret that enables the actual gun barrel to rotate. This enables the gun to fire at targets that are 

not straight ahead. When the gun is rotated out of the straight mode, the recoil action is oblique 

to the wheel or track chassis axis. It is misaligned from parallel axes. 

 

Picture yourself as a ‘Howitzer’. 

 

Our ‘Lower Body Machine’ is our ‘Powered Chassis’. 

Our ‘Upper Body Machine’ is our ‘Turret and Barrel’. 

Our ‘Shoulder Alignment Axis’ should relatively match the ‘Foot Alignment Axis’. 

 

If we align our ‘Foot and Body Axis’ either ‘Open or Closed To The Target Line’ and then 

swing ‘Down The Line’ through the target, we shall also be ‘Misaligned’. 

 

Our ‘Clubhead Path & Club Shaft Plane’ can get uncoordinated and uncooperative to our 

detriment. The result is counterproductive ‘X Axis or Side Spin Rate’ that causes ‘Ball Flight 

Curvature’. (see ‘Draw Hook and Fade Slice’) Some of my touring players call this ‘Swipey 

Golf’. It is not a pretty thing!   

 

Unlike the ‘Howitzer’, the ‘Human Golfing Machine’ is meant to set-up and fire while the 

‘Upper Body Machine’ (‘UBM’) is generally parallel or aligned with the ‘Lower Body Machine’ 

(‘LBM’). We are meant to naturally swing ‘Down Our Body Line’ with an ‘Inside Out Clubhead 

Path’ feel. We rather come at the ball from what your ‘555 Team’ refers to as ‘From 

Underneath’, meaning slightly ‘Under Plane’. The opposite is ‘Over The Top or Casting’. 

 

Your ‘5 Set-Ups’ combined with your ‘Pre Shot Routine’ will ensure consistent preselected 

outcomes and make you happier … if you have these assets in your quiver. 

 

 

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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